Abstract. DANSS is a highly segmented plastic scintillator detector, which uses scintillator strips with a Gd-loaded reflective cover to detect reactor antineutrino by inverse beta-decay. Light is collected with wave length shifting fibers (3 per strip) placed in grooves. Therefore the distribution of light output could be significantly non-uniform. Transverse profile of light output was studied in ITEP at a test bench consisting of proportional chambers and scintillator strips. Tracks of cosmic particles, which crossed chambers, were reconstructed with high accuracy, whereby transverse profiles of light output were built with step 1 mm for six scintillator strips. This result is important for calibration of DANSS and the method could be useful in constructing similar detectors.
The main goal of DANSS [1] (Detector of Anti-Neutrino based on Solid Scintillator) is search for sterile neutrino. The detector is placed 10 meters below the core of nuclear reactor WWER-1000 at Kalinin Power Plant. Sensitive area of the detector is a cube of polystyrene-based solid scintillator with size 1x1x1 m 3 , covered by passive shielding and muon veto. Reactor antineutrino is detected by inverse beta-decay. Energy outputs of positron annihilation and neutron capture are both registered. Spectrometer consists of 2500 polystyrene-based strips with gadolinium-containing cover, arranged in modules. Each strip has size 1х4х100 cm 3 . Each strip contains 3 wavelength shifting fibers, placed in grooves. Two side fibers are read out by РМТ, the central fiber is read out by SiPM.
Relative dependence of the signal in SiPM(РМТ) of the position of energy release is very important for Monte-Carlo model of the detector and data analysis. Light in scintillator is divided between different fibers, so transverse profile of light collection must be taken into account. In order to address this problem, we constructed a test bench consisting of proportional chambers (PC) and scintillator strips. General outline of the test bench is given in fig. 1 . Distance between the top and the bottom chambers is 252 mm. Sensitive area of the chambers is 20х20 cm2 [2] , which covers only 20% of strip length, so the measurements were done in three positions with center of the sensitive area in 20, 50 and 80 cm from the SiPM's. PC`s with 1 mm pitch help us to find crossing of cosmic particle with Inner Strips. Coordinate resolution of system is about 0.3 mm for transverse plane and 0.33 mm for longitudinal plane with track efficiency not less than 98%. IS's are similar to strips, used in DANSS, but with all wave length shifting fibers connected to SiPMs. Calibration to photoelectrons (ph.e.) was done individually for each SiPM, using its noise. Additional Trigger Strips (TS) cover gaps between inner strips for better trigger uniformity. Trigger is produced when summary signal in TS's and IS's is above 3 MeV.
Figure 1:
General outline of the test bench. PC1-3 -proportional chambers, TS1-2 -trigger strips, IS1-6 -inner strips.
Transverse profile of light output was built in 1 mm steps based on the length-normalized spectrum (in ph.e./cm). A hit was included in spectrum only if there are at least 5 р.е., track was found in both projections (χ²≤6), slope of the track in the transverse plane is less than 0.1. The later condition limits spread of light produced to neighbor slices. For each spectrum, we found a median -the vertical line, which bisects square below histogram. The error is defined as the root-mean-square deviation divided by the root of the number of events. Dependence of the median on the coordinate is profile of the light output.
Typical profiles of light output are given in figure 2 . Locations of grooves could be easily found as little deeps of energy response in the center of strip and in 10 mm in both directions from it. A slight asymmetry in the profile of the central photodetector may indicate inaccuracy in the manufacture of lateral grooves or a difference in their reflective properties due to uneven laying of fibers or gel filling. The difference in the magnitude of the light output of the left and right fibers can be further explained by the efficiency of the optical contact between the fiber and the photodetector. Decrease of the measured light output at the edges of the strip is connected with muon tracks leaving the strip and is discussed later. All features of the profiles are the same for all three positions of the chambers. Inner strips were arranged in three layers to resolve a question about insensitive area at their edges, which is due to gadolinium-containing cover and impossibility to brink strips closer. Predicted width of this area is 0.5±0.05 mm. Real width is estimated from energy loss at the edge. We built graph of total energy in pair of channels, adjacent to the gap, for all three strip layers for two detector positions. An example of such a graph is given in figure 3 . Measured sizes of gaps are given in table 1 and are in good agreement with expected. Impact of the non-uniformity to energy resolution could be estimated by average dependence of the signal from the coordinate in the strip in relative values. Normalization was done without 2 points at both edges of the strip. Because in DANSS light from side fibers goes to one PMT, for our estimation we add up signals from these fibers. The Result of this procedure is given in figure 4a . Projection of all normalized profiles on the vertical axis ( figure 4b) In the analysis of data from DANSS we sum response of both types of the detectors with the same weights. This procedure results in the total non-uniformity of about 7.8% ( figure 5a,b) . Thereby non-uniformity of light yield causes small but accountable contribution to the energy resolution of the DANSS detector. Though the measurements were completed with a particular strip design the results could be used for construction of other detectors with scintillation plates a) b) Figure 5 : a) Impact of the non-uniformity on the respond of one strip in DANSS-spectrometer, b) Light output distribution for one strip in DANSS-spectrometer
